REGISTERING YOUR LOJACK EARLY WARNING® SYSTEM

First-Time Registration/Setting Up Your Account

- Registering online is the fastest and easiest way to register your LoJack Early Warning® System (go to www.lojack.com). If you do not have access to a computer or the Web, you can also register by calling LoJack® Customer Service at 1-800-4-LOJACK.
- To complete your registration, you will need to provide us with your Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) and Early Warning Number. Your VIN is located on your vehicle registration; your Early Warning Number is located in your LoJack® New Owner’s Welcome Kit. If you are unsure about either of these numbers, please contact LoJack® Customer Service at 1-800-4-LOJACK.
- To allow you maximum flexibility, we provide the following methods of contact for Early Warning notification: text messaging, e-mail, home phone, cell phone and/or work phone. When registering, you can choose up to five points of contact using any combination of these contact methods. Should it be necessary to send you an Early Warning notification, LoJack® will alert you at each and every contact point you have selected.
  - If you are using a spam filter or e-mail blocker on your e-mail service, be sure to add LoJackEW@LoJack.com to your approved list of senders.
  - Once you’ve completed the registration process, please allow 24 hours for processing.
  - Once you’ve received registration confirmation, driving with the LoJack Early Warning® Key Pass for at least five minutes makes your LoJack Early Warning® system operational.

Updating Your Registration

If you need to update or change your registration information after you first register (e.g., register a new point of contact or change one you had previously set up), simply go to www.lojack.com, log in to your account, and make the necessary changes. You may also call LoJack® Customer Service at 1-800-4-LOJACK to make any changes.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW

LoJack® Stolen Vehicle Recovery System

Your Early Warning System includes the LoJack® Stolen Vehicle Recovery System. The LoJack® unit is hidden in your vehicle. If your vehicle is reported stolen, the police will activate the LoJack® unit. The LoJack® System sends a signal that helps police track and recover your stolen vehicle.

• LoJack® Early Warning Key Pass

Two Early Warning Key Passes were provided with your purchase. Key Passes are all unique and are not interchangeable with any other vehicles or LoJack® units in the LoJack Early Warning® System. If you require additional Key Passes, see the form at the end of this Owner’s Manual or call us at 1-800-4-LOJACK (1-800-456-5225). Your Early Warning System can accommodate an unlimited number of Key Passes.

• Motion Sensor

A motion sensor is installed in a hidden location within your vehicle. The motion sensor monitors vehicle movement and detects the presence of your Early Warning Key Pass to ensure that an authorized user is driving the vehicle. Should the motion sensor detect that an Early Warning Key Pass is not present while the vehicle is moving, your Early Warning System will notify you.

LoJack Early Warning® System Operation

LoJack Early Warning® was designed to be very easy to operate. In fact, it works automatically as long as you have the Early Warning Key Pass with you when the vehicle is being driven. There are no buttons to push or alarms to set.

How LoJack® Works:

1 NOTIFICATION
With LoJack, if your car goes missing, one call to the police puts your LoJack system into action. With optional LoJack Early Warning, if your car moves without you, we notify you by e-mail, phone or text.

2 ACTIVATION
As soon as your vehicle is reported stolen, your LoJack is activated, emitting a uniquely coded signal to a network of police cars, helicopters and airplanes.

3 RECOVERY
Police use the LoJack Tracking Systems installed in their vehicles to pick up your car’s signal. And because LoJack can work where GPS can’t—through concrete, buildings and steel—police can easily track your vehicle recovering it within 24 hours or your money back.*

*Per the terms of your Limited Recovery Warranty.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW CONTINUED

Should your vehicle be moved without the Key Pass present, you will be contacted at the numbers and/or e-mail addresses you provided. If there is no answer or a busy signal, LoJack® will continue to try to contact you for up to 24 hours. Early Warning notification will only occur if the vehicle is moved or driven some distance without the Key Pass present. Typically, you are notified within 15–30 minutes after your vehicle begins moving without the Key Pass; this time may vary depending on your coverage area but typically does not exceed one hour.

Please note that LoJack Early Warning® technology goes through a number of tests to avoid a false notification. If you receive notification that your vehicle is moving without your permission, yet you have confirmed it is not moving, contact LoJack® Customer Service at 1-800-4-LOJACK (1-800-456-5225) immediately to report the problem.

In the event that your vehicle is driven without the Key Pass present, please keep the following in mind:

• LoJack Early Warning® will typically recognize up to four unauthorized movements within an eight-hour period, at which point it automatically shuts off and goes into sleep mode. This is a preventative measure so that if Early Warning is triggered inadvertently (e.g., you lose your Key Pass, or your Key Pass battery is low), you will not receive repeated notifications. Note that police operation of the LoJack® unit is not affected by the shut-off of your LoJack Early Warning® feature; if you determine that your vehicle has in fact been stolen, filing a stolen vehicle report with the police will still result in the activation of the LoJack® Stolen Vehicle Recovery unit in your vehicle.

• To reset your Early Warning feature, you simply need to drive for at least five minutes with the Key Pass present.

*Per the terms of your Limited Recovery Warranty.